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Abstract
Tracking of objects using colour histograms has proven
successful in various visual surveillance systems. Such systems rely heavily on similarity matrices to compare the appearance of targets in successive frames. The computational cost of the similarity matrix is increased if proximate
objects merge into a single object or a single object fragments into two or more parts. This paper presents a method
of reducing this computational cost with the use of a reconfigurable computing architecture. Colour histogram data of
moving targets are used to generate binary signatures for
the detection of merged or fragmented objects. The main
contribution in this paper is how binary histogram data is
generated and used to detect split/merge object with the use
of logical operations native to the hardware architecture
used for its implementation. The results show a 10 fold
improvement in processing speed over the microprocessor
based implementation, and that it is also capable of detecting split/merge objects efficiently.

1. Introduction
Visual surveillance systems usually have the ability to
detect moving objects, track them in the field of view and
perform high level behavioural analysis [1]. When the camera is stationary, a natural approach to detect moving objects
is to use background differencing, in which a reference image is maintained and constantly updated to reflect changes
in the scene. Images acquired from the camera are compared with the reference image to extract any dissimilarity,
which is further processed into objects.
Moving objects detected are then tracked from frame to
frame by establishing correspondence between persistent
blobs in the scene. Tracking is a very important intermediate processing step in visual surveillance, yet it is susceptible to segmentation errors. Most of the problems arise when
two moving objects gets close to each other, when an object
become partially occluded, when there is a new object in the
scene and when an existing object leaves the scene. Yilmaz
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et al. [20] categorises tracking algorithms into three major
groups: point-based [4], kernel-based and silhouette-based
[8]. Wren et al. [18] presents a silhouette-based approach,
which uses object colour and location statistics to generate
the trajectory of an object in every frame. Boykov et al. [3]
presents a point-based approach using a Kalman filter. The
system tracks rigid objects based on an adaptive recognition technique that incorporates dependencies between object features. In [7], Collins presents a kernel-based tracking system using the mean-shift algorithm. The problem associated with the choice of correct scale for tracking a blob
using the mean-shift algorithm has also been addressed using difference of Gaussian.
An ideal visual tracking system should be temporally
and spatially complete [2]. Thus, there should be no single frame in which an object in the field of view would not
be accounted for – temporal completeness; and each object
in the field of view should correspond to a single connected
silhouette (blob) in the image space that completely covers
only the object’s pixels – spatial completeness. In an environment with a variable number of objects from different
classes, it is not always possible to achieve both temporal
and spatial completeness during tracking.
Owens et al. [14] presents a model-free tracking algorithm which is capable of handling object grouping and
fragmentations. The system uses area and histogram of the
object pixels to match objects to silhouette from frame to
frame. A cost minimization function is employed to merge
fragmented silhouettes. Similarly, a silhouette regression
line histogram is used to partition merged silhouettes. The
paper reported 84.9% accuracy in tracking multiple objects
over a period of three days.
The main challenge with object tracking is also addressed by Bose et al. [2] using an inference graph. Using
the inference graph and a generic object model, tracked object blobs are labelled as either whole object, fragments of
objects, or groups of interacting objects. The model uses the
average difference in speed between any pair of elementary
targets. The algorithm takes approximately 40s in tracking
multiple objects recorded over a period of 30s.

Takala et al. [15] presents a colour, texture and motion
based tracking systems capable of running in real-time. The
system used RGB colour histogram and correlogram to describe the object’s colour properties, and local binary patterns for texture and geometric location to handle merging
and splitting of objects. The system has reported under performance when object are emerging in the camera scene. It
is capable of tracking multiple objects in diverse conditions
while achieving speeds of 10 − 15 frames per second on a
3GHz computer.
Ling et al. [11], emphasized the ability of using colour
features to achieve robust object tracking. The system extracts colour information cluster-by-cluster to compare the
object’s similarity across the image sequences. Clusters are
derived for each moving object based on the number of areas with similar RGB colour properties. Weighted clusterbased matching is then used to compare cluster colour information between the current and previous frame. Results
show that the cluster colour information can be used in detecting merged objects as well as fragmented objects.
Withagen et al. [17], also presents a colour histogram based object detection and tracking system using
a likelihood-based framework to classify object and background pixels. The likelihood framework starts with matching of histogram data to find the best location of the objectcore followed by the classification of pixels into objects.
Johnsen et al. [10] presents and object tracking and classification systems capable of tracking multiple objects in realtime. To successfully classify an object as a person, group
of people, or a vehicle, the assumption that objects merge
to form a single object of size similar to the sum of the two
objects is made. The systems works in real time with reported processing speed of about 50 frame per second for a
768 × 576 size colour image.
The need to handle fragmentation and grouping of moving object silhouettes in a robust visual tracking system has
been mentioned above. Typically, a similarity matrix is use
to establish a frame-to-frame correspondence between objects and silhouettes. The computational requirement increases significantly if the number of objects is varying and
unknown. This paper presents an object tracking component, implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) to enhance the real-time multiple object tracking
in a visual surveillance system.
The paper is organised as follows, section 2 presents related FPGA object tracking systems. Section 3 gives a general description of the entire system and where the module
presented here fits into a complete tracking system. Section 4 gives the theory alongside the rules applied to resolve
fragmented and grouped silhouettes using binary histogram
data. This is followed by the FPGA architectural detials of
the design in section 5. Sections 6 and 7 present some experimental results and conclusion respectively.

2. Related Work
Object detection and tracking algorithms need to run in
real-time, if they are to be used for the purposes of security surveillance. Most robust tracking systems are implemented purely in software, exhibiting a high level of robustness with little or no real-time processing capabilities.
Muhlbauer et al. [13] presents the design and implementation of a feature tracking systems on reconfigurable hardware. The design is a modular implementation of a feature
tracker on a Xilinx Spartan3 FPGA, capable of processing
VGA size image at 162f ps. McErlean [12], presents a motion detection and object tracking system targeting an Altera
Stratix FPGA. The design is based on an algorithm developed specifically for hardware implementation, capable of
detecting and tracking moving objects. The design of the
system allows for a number of Block Based Phase Correlation pipelines to be instantiated in parallel. The use of
FPGA BlockRAM as pipeline buffers in the system implementation has contributed to the increased performance.
Xu et al. [19] presents an FPGA implementation of the
Active Shape Model algorithm for recognition of non-rigid
objects. The design takes advantage of the parallel nature
of the algorithm by implementing a deep pipeline structure
for its acceleration. The design has been accomplished on
a single Altera Stratix FPGA with a speed up of about 15
times that of a software implementation running on an Intel
Pentium 4 processor.
Cho et al. [6], also presents a real-time visual tracking system fully implemented on FPGA using colour histograms. The proposed visual tracking circuit searches all
regions of the image to perform a matching operation in
order to estimate the position of a moving object. The successful implementation of the tracking circuitry on FPGA
has a speedup of approximately 9 times compared to a software implementation on an Intel Pentium 4 processor.
Wang et al. [16] presents a real-time object tracking
systems implemented on TMS320DM643 DSP and a Spartan3E FPGA. The design takes advantage of the flexibility
of DSP and the logic rich properties of the FPGA architecture, and can be used for tracking short-range air-defence
anti-missile weapon.
Point-based tracking methods like Kalman filtering, particle filtering and condensation algorithms have successfully been used for tracking multiple objects [6, 20]. However, they fail to track successfully when used to track fast
moving objects. Silhouette-based approaches, which relies on colour histograms can be used to track fast moving
objects because of their robustness to rotation, partial occlusion and non rigidity of the targets [9]. Similarly, the
silhouette-based approach can fail due to changes in illumination in camera parameters or in object motion [6].
To demonstrate the potential of colour information in
handling split/merge silhouettes on a hardware architecture

for the purposes of security surveillance, binary signatures
extracted from colour histogram of moving objects are used
to establish when two objects group into a single silhouette,
and when a single object fragments into two silhouettes.

3. System Overview
A system capable of detecting when two tracked objects
merge into a single object, or when a single tracked object
fragment into parts, has been developed and tested. Various issues may contribute to these two problems (split and
merge) in tracking. When a tracked object is partially occluded by a stationary object like a tree or a fence, the object
silhouette may fragment into parts. Similarly, when part of a
moving or tracked object has very similar colour and texture
properties to the background, pixels of the tracked object
can be misclassified, which can also cause fragmentation.
Not only can fragmentation cause problems during tracking, but also in the grouping of objects. Spatially proximate
objects can cause tracked objects to merge temporarily into
a single silhouette [2].
Most silhouette-based tracking algorithms like the one
presented by Owens et al. [14] are purely measurements
based object-to-silhouette matching, which attempt to track
objects in that form they are initially detected. Therefore,
the system always attempts to track distinct objects even if
their silhouettes merge with that of other objects. A bestmatch process (similarity matrix), a computationally intensive task, is used to match silhouettes conservatively to existing objects from frame-to-frame. The task of matching
silhouettes to objects becomes more computationally demanding when the number of objects varies from the number of silhouettes in the current frame.
This is usually the case when spatially proximate objects merge or objects leave the field of camera view – thus
the total number of objects will exceed the total number of
silhouettes. Similarly, when a partially occluded object is
fragmented into parts or when a new object enters the field
of camera view, the total number of objects will exceed the
total number of silhouettes. Our goal is to use a massively
parallel architecture, like FPGA, to speedup the best-match
process in a silhouette-based tracking algorithm. The role
of our system is to determine when a new object has entered the scene as opposed to a single object fragmentation.
Also the system should determine when an object leaves the
scene as opposed to grouping by proximity.
To achieve this challenging task on FPGA architecture,
taking advantage of data parallelism and deep pipelining,
binary signatures extracted from colour histograms of moving objects have been used. The FPGA is used as a coprocessor to facilitate the tracking process, but only when the
total number of objects (from a previously processed frame)
varies from the total number of silhouettes in the current
processed frame. Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the entire
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Figure 1. A flow diagram of the overall system, showing when
FPGA is used to detect split/merge in object tracking.

system, showing the split/merge components implemented
on FPGA. A history of all objects in the camera view is
maintained. For each frame the number of silhouettes extracted after the connected component analysis is compared
with the number of known objects. If the number is unequal, the binary signatures (from the histogram data) of
the silhouettes, as well as the objects are fed into the appropriate block on the FPGA for further analysis. The output
of the FPGA describes when:
1. Two objects have merged into a single silhouette,
2. A single object has split into two silhouette,
3. A new object has entered the scene,
4. An object has left the scene.

4. Split/Merge with Binary Histogram
The splitting and merging of the objects during tracking
is always a challenging problem. The reason is that most
object detection algorithms can only detect a blob (silhouette) as one object, and can only provide the feature for this
object. When two blobs merge into one blob it is difficult
to make a decision based on the features. This problem
becomes more challenging, especially in embedded object
tracking systems, as the algorithms should be able to run in
real-time.
In our system we use colour histogram features. We define a binary signature from the colour histogram of each
blob that is not only robust and consistent across frames,
but also easy to store and implement in the FPGA hardware.
In the following, we can prove that the Hamming distances

between the binary signatures of merged blob and original
blobs are significantly different, and can be used to detect
splitting and merging of the blobs.
Lemma 1 Assume x ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2K − 1} and y ∈
{0, 1, ..., 2K − 1} (K is a positive integer) are two i.i.d.
random variables with discrete uniform distribution, then
their sum z = x + y has a discrete probability distribution
with z ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4K − 2}. Define x̃ is a binary variable
based on x and its mean x̄ value,

1 x ≥ x̄
x̃ =
(1)
0 x < x̄
Then the probability that z̃ and x̃ are not equal is 1/4.
P {z̃ = x̃} = 1/4

(2)

(3)

If we have two i.i.d. sequences X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN }
and Y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yN } in which xi ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2K − 1}
and yi ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2K − 1} have same discrete uniform distributions, the sum of the two sequences Z =
{z1 , z2 , ..., zN } where zi = xi + yi will have the associated
result, because every component has the result of the above
lemma. As the Hamming distance of two binary sequences
is the number of mismatches, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 In the above condition, the mean values of the
Hamming distance Hmd between the binary sequences Z̃,
X̃ and Ỹ have the following results.
mean(Hmd(Z̃, X̃)) = N/4
mean(Hmd(Z̃, Ỹ )) = N/4
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Figure 2. A sample 16 bin histogram, showing how the binary feature vector can be extracted. The bins in yellow (grey) are the bins
greater or equal to the threshold value θ (mean of all bins) and the
blue (black) bins are bins less than the threshold value. The yellow
bins give a binary output of 1 and the blue a binary output of 0.

4.1. Feature Vector Construction

Because the distribution of x, y are known, and z = x+y
is a simple variable, this lemma can be proved by counting
the mismatch of the x̃ and z̃ where z̄ = x̄ + ȳ. Of course,
the following is also true:
P {z̃ = ỹ} = 1/4

1
0

M ean
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(4)

In our tracking problem, we can treat two colour histograms of two original blobs as X and Y . Then the merging blob can be considered as Z = X + Y at the frame
where merging and splitting occurs. We can find that both
the Hamming distance of the binary sequences Z̃, X̃ are
very big. For example, when N = 768, the mean hamming
distance will be 192. So we can define a threshold on the
Hamming distance to detect splitting and merging.
For a sparsely populated scene, one can track the centres
of the blobs, frame-by-frame. Thus, within a local area only
one merging or splitting event will normally occur. In this
case, our method as presented is very efficient and accurate
in detecting splitting and merging.

Using colour histograms to model scenes can be very expensive if the full 24-bit representation of the RGB pixels is
used. Various encoding schemes can be used to reduce the
number of bins required to represent the 24 bit colour information at the cost of reduced performance. The colour
histogram itself can be used as a feature vector. When there
are more bins in the histogram, the feature vector gives a
more detailed descriptive representation with reduced processing time. Given the silhouette of a moving object after
applying image segmentation (background differencing), a
768 bin histogram is generated; 256 bins for each of the
RGB colour components. To convert this into a binary signature, the average θ for the 768 bins is computed as shown
in equation 5 and any histogram bin with a value greater
than or equal to θ is represented as binary 1 and binary 0
otherwise as shown in figure 2.
768
θ=

bini
768

i=1

(5)

A binary feature vector (binary signature), x =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } for n = 768 is generated as in equation
6.

1 if bini >= θ
(6)
xi =
0 otherwise

4.2. Properties of Feature Vector
If the lightning conditions remain fairly constant, then
the normalized colour histogram of a moving object also remains constant, irrespective of the position of the object to
the camera. Similarly, the normalized histogram of a slow
moving object appearing in the field of view of a camera
will also remain constant. From equations 1-4, if two objects merge into a single silhouette and the overlapping region is fairly small as compared to the two constituent silhouettes, the histogram of the merged silhouette is approximately equal to the sum of the two individual silhouettes.
Also, if an object is fragmented into two parts, then the
histogram of the joint silhouette is approximately equal to
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process is significantly reduced if split/merge is detected in
a pre-processing stage.

1
0
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Size of binary vectors
Maximum Silhouette in a frame
Maximum stored Objects
Threshold value

768 bits
5
5
90

Table 1. Specification of the FPGA based split/merge implementation. The design has been tested with a maximum of four objects
in the camera view.
0

1100111111000111

5. FPGA Implementation

Figure 3. Two image sequences used to demonstrate the behaviour
of binary vectors of tracked as object when they merge. The top
image has two objects with different binary vectors, the bottom
shows the two object merged with a binary vector similar to an ⊕
of the binary vectors of the two constituent objects.

the histogram of the sum of the fragmented parts. Binary
histogram feature (binary vector) of a merged silhouette is
approximately equal to the logical OR (⊕) of the constituent
silhouettes. Thus, an ⊕ of binary vectors of two fragments
of a silhouette will be similar to the binary vector of the
joint silhouette. Using binary signatures, a natural approach
to measure similarity is the Hamming distance measure.
Given
two
sets
of
binary
sequences
Of −1 = (o1 , o2 , . . . , on ) and Sf = (s1 , s2 , . . . , sm ),
where Sf is the set of binary vectors collected from frame
f , representing the m distinct silhouettes and Of −1 is the
updated history of objects collected over f − 1 frames
for n objects. Each element of the set is a binary vector
with 768 bits, representing the 768 colour histogram bins,
i.e o1 = (o1 [0], o1 [1], . . . , o1 [767]). Figure 3 shows two
image sequences with the corresponding binary vectors
of the tracked objects. In the top frame, two objects have
successfully been segmented as they are far apart. In the
bottom frame, the two objects overlap and hence segmented
as single object (a merge). The binary vector extracted
from the bottom frame is approximately the ⊕ of the two
binary vector from the top image.
When two objects enter the camera view next to each
other (overlap) the tracking system will attempt to track
them as they appear in the first frame. It is also possible
for the object to move apart in the scene; creating an extra object for the tracker. The binary vector of the initially
tracked object is expected to be approximately equal to the
⊕ of the two objects. Section 6, shows the result of this implementation on real image sequences. The best-matching

The most critical aspect of any hardware design is the selection and design of the architecture that provides the most
efficient and effective implementation [5]. Base on binary
vectors of moving objects, we implement an efficient FPGA
based architecture for the fragmented objects, grouped objects, new objects and objects leaving the camera view.
The specifications of the circuit implemented on FPGA is
given in table 1 with its corresponding block diagram in figure 4. The circuitry is made up of five basic blocks: the
comparison, logical OR, Hamming distance computation,
Minimum Hamming distance computation and thresholding blocks. The thresholding block is triggered when the
minimum Hamming distance is computed. Details of the
five basic blocks are presented in the following sections.

5.1. The Comparison block
This is used to check the number of input objects and
silhouettes to determine which block to trigger. A split
might have occurred if the number of silhouettes exceeds
the number of tracked objects. Similarly, a merge might
have occurred if the number of objects exceeds the number of silhouettes. The design is limited to a maximum of
four objects and five silhouettes for the split block, and a
maximum of four silhouettes and five objects for the merge
block. This can be scaled up to any number, depending on
the available FPGA resource and most importantly if the
scene is not crowded.

5.2. Logical OR block
This block is used to compute a logical OR between all
pairs of silhouettes for the split detector (and all pairs of objects for the merge detector). For a maximum of five silhouettes, there are 40 possible pairs. The logical OR between
all the 40 pairs are computed in parallel and takes exactly
768 clock cycles. The number of cycles can further be reduced if the storage structure is changed.
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5.3. Hamming distance computation
This block is used to compute the Hamming distance between each logical OR output and all binary vectors of the
objects (for the split detection) and all binary vectors of the
silhouettes (for the merge detection). The Hamming distance between a logical OR output xi and an object oj , as
shown in equation 7 is a bitwise operation, and hence takes
as many clock cycles as there are bits in the binary vector. Since the Hamming distance for all the 40 logical OR
outputs are computed in parallel, it takes exactly 768 clock
cycles to compute the Hamming distance for all the objects
and silhouettes.
768

Hijk
(7)
Hij =
k=1

where k iterates through the bits in the binary vector and
i ∈ (1 · · · 40) addresses the logical OR output.

5.4. Minimum Hamming distance
This block is used to identify the minimum value of all
the Hamming distances computed in the previous section.
The hardware design, as shown in figure 5, uses a series of

D

S2

Minimum Hamming Distance Computation block

Figure 4. A block diagram of the FPGA design. Depending on the
total number of silhouettes and objects, the split or merge block
is used. For the split block, thus when the number of silhouettes
is greater than the number of objects, a logical OR of all pairs of
binary vectors id first computed. This is followed by the computation of the Hamming distance between every OR results and all
binary vectors of the objects. The minimum Hamming distance is
computed to establish the pair of split silhouettes. If the minimum
Hamming distance is greater than the threshold value, a new objet is considered to have entered the scene. Similarly, the merge
block is used to determine a possible merge or an object leaving
the scene.
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Figure 5. Structure of the minimum Hamming distance computation block. This block uses seven cycles to compute the minimum
Hamming distance. The first cycle requires twenty comparators,
which is halved every cycle to one in the seventh cycle.

comparators to select the minimum of a pair of two input
Hamming distances. For an implementation with 40 values,
the design takes exactly seven clock cycles to compute the
minimum Hamming distance.

5.5. Thresholding block
This block compares the output of the minimum Hamming distance block to make a decision. The output of this
block is one of four values:
• 0 (split) – when the minimum Hamming distance from
the split block is less than the threshold.
• 1 (new object) – when the minimum Hamming distance from the split block is greater than the threshold.
• 2 (merge) – when the minimum Hamming distance
from the merge block is less than the threshold.
• 3 (object left) – when the minimum Hamming distance
from the merge block is greater than the threshold.
When there is a split or merge, the split pair or merged silhouette is also reported.
The split/merge architecture discussed here has been implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA chip (XC4VLX160)

with approximately 152,064 logic cells with embedded
RAM totalling 5,184 Kbits. The design and verification
was accomplished using the Handel-C high level descriptive language. Compilation and simulation were achieved
using the Mentor Graphics DK design suite. Synthesis –
the translation of abstract high-level code into a gate-level
net-list – was accomplished using Xilinx ISE tools.
The entire design has been clocked at 40MHz, making it
possible to process up to 25,000 binary vectors of size 768
bits in a second. The clock frequency of 40MHz also includes the design for controlling the external logic for the
display and the input. This is the actual hardware test and
the most stable clock frequency. The frequency could be
much higher without the requirement to interface these devices. Table 2 gives the details of the resource utilization of
the FPGA implementation.
Resource
Name
Total
Flip Flops
135,168
4 input LUTs
135,168
bonded IOBs
768
Occupied Slices 67,584
RAM16s
288

Total Used
Used
Per.(%)
5,095
4
18,387
13
147
19
13,468
17
38
13

Table 2. Implementation results for the split/merge, using Virtex-4
XC4VLX160, package FF1148 and speed grade -10.

6. Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the binary vector based
split/merge algorithm with five different scenes, each collected over a period of 60 minutes. The total number of
objects in any of the scenes is less than five. One of the five
image sequences has been taken from an indoor environment with the other four from outdoor. The total number of
frames used in our experiments is approximately 180, 000
with 78 objects, mostly persons. The tracking algorithm
presented in [14] is used to extract binary histogram of moving blobs. Blobs with less than 768 pixels are removed as
noise.
The main aim is to establish the characteristics of the
binary histogram features of moving objects in the scene.
We want to establish the similarity between the binary vectors for a single non-ridged object over a period of time,
for its entire existence in the camera scene. Again, we will
like to compute the joint binary vector of objects to estimate their similarity, should they merge. Figure 6, shows
two images each from all the five test sequences. The binary vectors of objects are compared from frame-to-frame
to determine the threshold value for the Hamming distance.
Typical, the Hamming distance between the binary vectors
of the same object across frames should be approximately

Figure 6. Two frames each taken from all the five scenes used in
the experiments.

equal to zero. Due, to the non-ridged nature of the objects
being tracked, the colour histogram may vary from frameto-frame and hence the binary vectors.
Table 3, shows the Hamming distance between the two
objects from the top row of figure 6. The Hamming distance is computed for each tracked object between consecutive frames, from frame 25 to 29. The Hamming distance
between the joint binary vector of the merged objects, in
frame 30 and the binary vectors for the two individual objects taken from frame 29 is 56. Similarity between objects
and silhouettes is established with the minimum Harming
distance. A threshold value of 90 has been chosen empirically after test with all the five image sequences. It has also

Frame #
25
26
27
28
29

Obj.0
83
87
75
72
67

Hamming Distance
Obj.1 Obj.0 vrs Obj.1
87
121
84
127
79
118
72
114
70
109

Table 3. Table showing the Hamming distance between two objects from frame-to-frame to establish when there is a split/merge,
using the binary vectors generated from their colour histograms.

been established from the experiments that, Hamming distance between different objects exceed the threshold from
frame-to-frame.

7. Conclusion
We have demonstrated a vision based framework for detecting grouped and object fragmentation using binary vectors generated from colour histograms. The use of binary
vectors makes it possible to efficiently implement the design on FPGA to run in real-time. We have also demonstrated how the execution time for the best-match process
used by most silhouette-base tracking algorithms can be
reduced with the detection of split/merge objects prior to
it. Work is ongoing on the design of an efficient similarity measure for use in the best-match process, to enable a
complete tracking system fully implementable on FPGA.
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